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Sustainable Land Tenure and Land Registration in Developing Countries,
Including a Historical Comparison with an Industrialised Country
Abstract
This article investigates sustainable land tenure and land registration in developing countries. The results of
four case studies are integrated within a basic framework that was compiled from a literature study. The
result is an interpretation of the framework of developing country land tenure and land registration with key
issues and their relative impacts on a) the feasibility of land administration and b) sustainable development.
This article shows the complexity and multi-dimensional nature of land administration, land tenure and land
registration development in this context. The main conclusions are firstly that workable land administration
is built upon good governance, appropriate resources, cultural sensitivity, equity, quality and commitment,
and secondly that sustainable development is best promoted by secure, flexible, all-inclusive land tenure
structures.
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Introduction

Imagine a country where nobody can identify who owns what, addresses cannot be easily verified, people
cannot be made to pay their debts, resources cannot conveniently be turned into money, ownership cannot be
divided into shares, descriptions of assets are not standardised and cannot be easily compared, and the rules
that govern property vary from neighbourhood to neighbourhood or even from street to street. This is how
Hernando de Soto (2000, p. 12) brilliantly captured the developing country reality from the point of view of
a property system, or rather the lack of it. This article constitutes my fourth1 and final publication in a
research series on land tenure and land registration in conditions similar to those described above. In fact this
chapter could well be introduced by the words: Imagine establishing a land registration system in a country
where nobody can identify who owns what, addresses cannot be…
While de Soto summed up post-communist and developing countries as embodying an identical “deadcapital” phenomenon, I found developing countries to be difficult to define as a homogeneous group, at least
in the context of land tenure. Consequently I targeted poor countries and also rich countries with a poor past,
where land administration was facing severe challenges and where a land registration development project
was either planned or being implemented. I aimed to define key issues behind sustainable land tenure
(including land reforms) and land registration (stressing first-registration). In practical terms, I take a land
tenure system or a land register to be sustainable if it manages to administer land effectively and to reflect
the actual relationships between people and land. At the very least a land register should be updated to reflect
inter-family alienations and land parcel mutations. However, in terms of sustainable development2 this is not
enough. Land tenure and land registration have to promote development. Such a situation is assumed to be a
rarity in developing countries, which leads to the research problem: What causes this? And to the research
challenge: What are the key issues that could reverse such a situation? Consequently, I have focused on
attempts at improvement, a relief considering the enormity of developing country problems. I concentrate
primarily on rural matters, but not exclusively. I combine the basic framework of the research with articles
from internationally published land administration research and statements. Research material is amazingly
freely available, partly due to the improved global information links, and partly since land issues are so
topical3 worldwide, particularly for developing countries. My aim is to clarify international understanding on
key issues in land tenure and registration. In an additional strand, I analyse the feasibility of land
administration development projects, looking at aims, means and pre-conditions behind successes and
failures.
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See Chapter 2.4. for the origin and definition of the term sustainable development.
3
See Chapter 2.4. about the global interest in land matters.
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This research includes four case studies involving field research in three developing countries4. In addition to
the fieldwork, in order to understand the present through the past, extensive literature surveys were carried
out. These case studies have been published (Törhönen 2001, Törhönen 1998a and Törhönen & Goodwin
1998) and there is no need to repeat the details. Instead, I compare the findings with the combined
framework of key issues and with the fourth case as presented below. The two African countries and the
South East Asian cases differ markedly and cover a wide range of developing country land administration
issues. All had as an objective a land registration programme intended to solve a number of micro-scale
issues and which also had broad, macro-scale aims. Zanzibar was the target of the broadest case study of this
research. There, the evolution of land tenure, land reforms and land policy development were all
investigated. The connection between the history, culture and land tenure both in the past and present, the
confusion that results from constant land tenure reforms, and the all-time-low security of tenure of secondary
landholders with historical consequences, were the subject of important findings. A first-registration pilot
and a new land tenure statute were analysed and a land registration development project was evaluated in
internationally recognised frameworks (Törhönen 1998a, p. 76 – 86). The Zimbabwean case study was
narrower in scope and targeted communal tenure under pressure. The current status of land tenure and
administration, the planned direction for titling and technical means of first-registration were analysed and
some new approaches tested. Gender and good governance issues were also singled out as being topical.
Finally, the Cambodian case showed de Soto’s reality in its purest form. The current status of the country
and its land tenure and land administration, recovering as it is from years of turmoil, proved to be a shock.
Research into land registration revealed a troubled system that provides little or no assistance to its intended
beneficiaries. But Cambodia also showed the winds of hope more strongly than the other cases. The young
national land registration programme is promising, and the fact that is was adopted at all. Its terms of
reference, people-oriented approach, feasibility and technical and legal establishment show that change is
possible.
Hernando de Soto explored reasons why developing countries have not developed to the same extent as
Western countries. According to his article, the industrialised countries’ past is the present for many
developing countries (2000, p. 9), and de Soto urges us all to learn from the lessons of history. Acting on this
logic, as my fourth case study I carried out a literature research on the evolution of land tenure and land
administration in Finland. Finland has not long been a rich, industrialised, country. Until very recently it was
largely, and until last century entirely an agricultural country, one of the poorest in Europe. Its past is thus
comparable with the present of an agricultural developing country. The evolution of land tenure from a
customary form through semi-communal village tenure to individual tenure is compared with similar
developments in Zanzibar, as is the evolution of small peasants’ rights from occupation-against-labourcontribution, through leasing up to private tenure. The several refugee resettlement dealings on the part of
Finland provide very relevant points of view and also invite comparison with Zanzibar and Cambodia. The
Skolt-Sami, for instance, provide a example of an indigenous group that had to relocate to inland Finland
when their villages were lost in the Second World War. How their land tenure and resettlement was
organised is relevant to topical concerns both in Cambodia and Zimbabwe. Western countries are eager to
advise developing countries on the treatment of indigenous groups and their land tenure issues, but we need
to ask how well those countries have managed to do the job themselves. Although no identical systematic
land registration campaign exists in Finland, a series of land reforms provide reference points for all of the
case study registration programmes. The technical achievements of Finnish land administration are no doubt
significant, but less notice has been paid to them since they fall outside the scope of the research5. However,
reference is made to technicalities where deemed relevant.
In the end, I have attempted to create a framework for sustainable land tenure and land registration in
developing countries with key issues valued for their relative significance a) to the feasibility of land
administration and b) to sustainable development. Finally, I highlight the main conclusions. The justification
for my work stems from a wish to contribute to the design and implementation of land administration
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It is noted that the importance of increasingly available and affordable information and communication technology for
developing country land administration is not questioned; on the contrary, it is seen as a topic in its own right.
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development projects. There is a real struggle out there in de Soto’s world, and there is no time and no
resources to waste.

2 Literature and Field Researches into the Key Concepts of Land Administration in
Developing Countries including a Historical Comparison with an Industrialised
Country
Land administration colleagues from different countries frequently find themselves arguing about
terminology. For example, what is “land management” to one person may be “land administration” to
another, and what is “land registration” to one may be “cadastre” to another. Most importantly, what is done
for security of ownership by one may be done for taxation purposes by another. It is difficult, if not
impossible, to formulate a general, global concept of land administration, because different systems have
evolved over hundreds of years and reflect the culture and the society they serve. Therefore, the following
literature study findings on the key theories and concepts of land administration that constitute a basic
framework of land tenure and land registration should not be taken to fit in anywhere in particular. Wherever
a key concept is defined I have critically compared it to my case study findings.

2.1

Land Administration

First, I will try to place land administration in a broader context. The highest level in a land hierarchy is land
policy, which falls under the national development plans of a country (Dale & McLaughlin 1998, p. 160). In
this context land policy is taken as a governmental instrument that states the strategy and objectives for the
social, economic and environmental use of the land and natural resources of a country6. It is considered of
the utmost importance that a country trying to organise its land matters starts with the development of a land
policy that fits in with national objectives and leads to concrete actions7. This is by no means always the
case. Land matters are often dealt with by numerous, scattered organisations without a common strategy, an
aim or cooperation (Dale & McLaughlin 1998, p. 61). Cambodia still had just such a situation in 1999
(Törhönen 2001, p. 410-415), but since then the process of preparing a comprehensive land policy has been
started. Zanzibar had already prepared a modern land policy by the 1980’s, which was advanced for the
region at the time (Törhönen 1998a, p. 56-58). However, Zanzibar provides an example of a place where
policy and legislation are way ahead of their implementation. In the Zimbabwean communal lands, the
numerous land administration players definitely did not share the same goals (Törhönen and Goodwin 1998,
p. 99). Apparently the government of Zimbabwe had noticed this, because a comprehensive rural land tenure
policy forming initiative was in place by the time of my field research.
Land administration is one, if not the main land policy instrument8. As Germans (GTZ 1998, p. 163) put it,
land administration includes the regulations and measures of the rights to land (land tenure), the use of land
and the valuation of land. Dale and McLaughlin (1998, p. 1) add to this the alienation, development and
transfer of land. Land administration enhances legality and provides information about land. Its components
may differ, but a relative consensus prevails on its core function, namely that of land registration9 and of the
basic unit of the cadastral parcel. The term Land management10 is often encountered. Henssen (1994, p. 3)
interprets land management as being almost equivalent to land administration as defined by others, with only
planning added11. The line between these terms is neither static nor significant. The relationship between the
two is as follows, that land management implements land policy by means of land administration. Land
management is a positive and creative activity that aims at sustainable land use, while land administration is
6

See GTZ (1998, p. 140) for an attempt to establish the principle objectives of land policy.
See Williamson and Ting (2001 p. 339-366), who pledge a “holistic” approach and have a vision of “a clear road map”
to guide the country’s land administration sub-projects towards contributing to the common goals.
8
See GTZ 1998 p. 147-148 for an attempt to list the land policy instruments.
9
Other components are land markets, land banking, land valuation and property taxation (GTZ 1998, p. 163-178)
10
Management of land use and development, and policy preparation (Dale and McLaughlin 1998 p. 163, FIG 1995)
11
Common terms such as (Cadastre-Based) Land Information Systems (Barnes 1990) and Spatial Data Infrastructure
(Williamson and Ting 2001) were ignored, as the primary idea was not to analyse nor to create definitions.
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an implementer that follows the law and enhances it. The point is that land management without proper land
administration operates without any connection to reality. This is often the case in developing countries. The
foundation is weak, thus making land management a kind of abstract art. I witnessed in Cambodia how urban
parcelling was done on paper without reference to the situation on the ground, resulting in new rights to land
being issued overlapping with existing ones and nature reserves being established without knowing their
location (Törhönen 2001, p. 412-413). In the communal lands of Zimbabwe (Törhönen and Goodwin 1998,
p. 99) an administrative boundary dispute was solved completely irrationally since base data and the
responsibilities of different authorities were neither clear nor followed. As in Cambodia, Zimbabwean
farmers saw their holdings as being threatened when, for example, a new game reserve was planned in their
area. In both cases, a rule that vested lands in the government, no matter how nominal that rule was intended
to be, made occupants vulnerable to any authoritative decision. In Zanzibar, the government-granted useright parcels12, which according to the law were meant to be three acres, varied from between two and
fourteen acres (Törhönen 1998a, p. 39). Such a thing was only possible owing to the absence of detailed
surveys or recorded data on the allocated parcels. In conclusion, developing countries still have to
concentrate on the basics. This is why I investigated the basics of land administration, namely land
registration. However, this research without land tenure would be unfruitful, since land tenure provides the
real challenge for land registration in developing countries.

2.2

Land Tenure

Land tenure is an interdisciplinary term13 with multiple meanings. The difficulty with definition starts from
the object referred to. Land tenure rights exist to land, to immovable property, to real estate, to real property
or to other forms of land holding unit. In the most extreme case are (post) socialist countries, for example
Uzbekistan where property rights exist to attachments on land only and not to the land itself (Törhönen
2002). The same applies to Zanzibar, but there, use-rights establish de facto freehold tenure (Törhönen
1998a, p. 62), which is not the case in Uzbekistan. Since post-Soviet Union transitional tenure systems are
not the primary focus of this research, I apply Dale & McLaughlin’s (1998, p. 16) definition according to
which land covers a limited area and its permanent attachments, and property refers to the abstract nature of
land, which includes rights, duties and customs that are related to that piece of land. The term real property is
taken to cover both land and property. The abstract nature proves to be a very broad category, and this issue
will be explored further.
Turning to land tenure itself, land registration professionals (Simpson 1976) used to consider land tenure
from a rather narrow point of view as being the manner of holding (real) property. A more sociologically
oriented school preferred to view land tenure as relationships between individuals and groups that define
their relation to land (Birgegård 1993, p. 1). This has influenced current land professionals, who may define
land tenure as the relationship (rights, restrictions) between people and land (GTZ 1998, FIG 1995). The
term land tenure system is often used, which includes the mechanism for implementing land tenure (Dale &
McLaughlin 1998, GTZ 1998). Due to the elastic, indefinable nature of land tenure in developing countries I
do not use the word system. That word implies an organisational framework, often alien to developing
countries. I prefer to describe modes of relationship between people and land, referring to the existing land
tenure practices rather than to a system.
Land tenure can be classified into main categories, most of which are marginal in the industrialised
countries. In developing countries, on the other hand, both statutory14 and customary15/16 tenures are strong.
If a developing country land administration only recognised the codified, statutory tenure, then large parts of
de Soto’s reality would be ignored, which would boost the informal sector17 and ultimately lead to failed land
administration. Regarding Zanzibar, I found how secondary, temporary, rights in land provided a crucial
12

See more about these use right parcels in Chapter 2.2.3.1
At least legal, social, economical and technical disciplines interlink with land tenure.
14
Statutory tenure means written, codified, rules that define the relationship between land and people.
15
Customary tenure rights and restrictions obeyed by a society are not written, but literally based on custom.
16
More: Birgegård 1993, p. 8-11, Simpson 1976, p. 220–238, Dale & McLaughlin 1998, Deininger & Binswater 1998.
17
More about formal and informal properties in de Soto (2000) and Dale and McLaughlin (1998, p. 26-27).
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source of food and social stability. However, the new land tenure act ignores those rights and consequently
lessens the security of tenure i.e. weakens the source of living of many if not the majority (Törhönen, 1998a
p. 63, 91)18. Often statutory tenure is secured by a stipulation that only registered interests in land qualify as
proof of title, but this can be problematic. For example in Zanzibar (Törhönen 1998a, p. 62), only registered
interests in land can be transferred. Since only a fraction of parcels are registered, most transactions are
illegal (Törhönen 1998a, p. 92). In Cambodia, unregistered land19, whether occupied or not, was subject to
local government’s unlimited power (Törhönen 2001, p. 412). Why then would landholders not register their
rights in the case of a transaction? One reason is that it may not be feasible due to an ineffective
administration and informal payments, as in Cambodia (Törhönen 2001, p. 414). Another reason was seen in
Zanzibar, where outdated transfer and inheritance restrictions forced secret transactions (Törhönen 1998a, p.
35-37). These cases prove how difficult it is to legislate sustainable statutory tenure in a developing country.
Yet, customary tenure systems have managed for a long time. Characteristically in customary tenure systems
land is not alienable and individual interests cannot be transferred, although individual farming units may be
allowed. Grazing and cultivation are often based on nomadic and shifting practices. Customary tenure is
seldom codified, but there are many countries, especially in Africa, where customary rules have been
recognised as law. Recognised or not, the co-existence of two tenure groups potentially causes problems
(Fourie & Hillerman 1995) although it may provide relative harmony. But commonly in developing
countries both statutory and customary tenure rules are followed half-heartedly, which leads on to perhaps
the largest category of tenure, namely that of undefined, multidimensional, ambiguous and elastic; multilayer tenure. I differentiate its features from the characteristic flexibility or individualisation of customary
tenure (Birgegård 1993, p. 10, Simpson 1976, p. 225-226). In Zimbabwe (Törhönen and Goodwin, 1998, p.
98), customary tenure struggled to attract the younger generation, who often wanted to break with the
traditional way of life. This transition was exacerbated by accusations that customary rulers had abused their
positions therefore losing respect. The current situation might be called transitional tenure, but this would be
misleading because that term connotes a transition from collective to private ownership. Though both exist,
the transition from customary to statutory tenure systems is more relevant to developing countries than the
transition from a collective statutory to a private statutory form of land tenure.
The real issue at stake is security of tenure, which already Simpson (1976 p. 8-9) has linked to development.
He pointed out that security of tenure is not equivalent to secure ownership, and that codified/recorded tenure
is not a prerequisite for secure tenure. Customary tenure systems have provided an adequate basis both for
development and for commercial applications. Lawrance (1972), favouring customary tenure, pointed out
that the purpose of title registration is not to change tenure, only to secure it20. He even proposed that
individual rights should be subject to transfer restrictions21 and that group-interests should be registered in a
similar fashion to individual rights. But up to now cadastral reform has often gone hand-in-hand with land
tenure reform by formalising or upgrading customary or spontaneous occupancy tenure systems (FIG 1995).
According to Deininger and Binswanger (1998), the World Bank land reform policy in the seventies
recommended that communal tenure systems, like most customary tenure, should be transformed to freehold.
More recently cases are recognised where communal tenure is more secure, supports better transfer and is
more cost-effective than freehold tenure22. Consequently, the World Bank advocates an approach that
favours the gradual evolution of communal tenure rather than changing it altogether. It took some thirty
years to understand what was known already. In Zanzibar there are customary tenure forms that have
survived a series of radical reforms over centuries (Törhönen 1998a). The land reforms were in rapid
succession but were never rigorously implemented. The result is a mess of customary and statutory, formal
and informal land tenure practices where a general rule is difficult, if not impossible to determine. I have
called it confused land tenure, a multi-layer tenure of the worst kind (Törhönen 1998b). It is fair to note that
“transition” and “confusion” are not merely land tenure issues. As de Soto (2000) relates, developing
countries and countries in transition frequently lack overall clarity in relation to all types of property. Having
said all of the above, in the land administration context land tenure essentially defines quantitative interests
18

See more about the complicated land and tree tenure and land borrowing in Zanzibar in Chapter 2.2.1.
Unregistered holdings in the eyes of the law were squatting, or at least that conclusion could be drawn, if wished.
20
Lawrance saw individualisation as lethal to social security causing enlarged holdings and landlessness. Customary
land tenure systems promote a sense of communal responsibility and enable land to be preserved for future generations.
21
For more about the functionality of land use and transfer restrictions see Chapter 2.2.3.1 and 2.2.3.3.
22
The WB has even explored rental systems’ potentially wider access to land than sale-based systems’.
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in land. The land administration and land registration challenge lies in the ability to quantify, recognise,
record, regulate and manage land tenure, which consists of multiple layers that have volatile formal and
informal significances.
2.2.1

Multi-layer Land Tenure as an Object of Land Administration

Zanzibar land tenure is an example of a difficult case of land administration where it is debatable which of
the many layers prevails (Törhönen 1998a). The legal system may not be dominant, and land may not even
be the object. For example, Zanzibari customary tenure structures share a common phenomenon that allows
trees and land to be held by different owners. Double-cropping systems, one from trees and the other from
soil, are common. Zanzibari trees have provided cash crops for two centuries while land is still largely under
subsistence crops, making tree ownership more important than the land (soil). A recent Land Tenure Act
establishes a secondary right to own trees on another person’s land. In a test land registration, no cases of this
sort of secondary right were met. The tree owner always, apart from communally held land, had the
strongest, although not necessarily absolute, claim to land, i.e. a tree-owner was considered to be the
landowner (Törhönen 1998a, p. 50-51). But a high incidence of land-borrowing was found, meaning
cultivation other than landholder’s seasonal crop taking place under the landholder’s trees. This custom is
based on mutual benefit and agreement between the soil and the land (tree) holders. It still enables significant
subsistence cultivation to take place, which, combined with subsistence fishing, has formed the basis of the
survival strategy for rural Zanzibaris. However, the rights of land borrowers are not recognised by the new
Land Tenure Act (Törhönen 1998a, p. 63). In fact the soil users’ security of tenure has always been weak, a
fact that has been the driving force behind several historical events, in one case a revolution23. There have
been eras of stability, but when social pressures have grown and required tenure changes, the soil holders
have always suffered. Unfortunately, the new statutory tenure has not been influenced by the lessons of
history and soil users are still ignored.
But would it be possible for the Zanzibari land administration to recognise all tenure layers? And the answer
is not easily, because secondary rights are of necessity very flexible to enable soil users to react to changing
conditions dynamically. A registration system could hardly react as quickly. Nor is it feasible to register
land-borrowing rights, because it would require an exact clarification and limitation of rights, which runs
counter to their nature. It would potentially lessen the tenure security of primary right holders in a manner
that would endanger the trust needed for transactions and mortgaging, which are a prerequisite for desirable
long-term investment. Borrowing the logic of Libecap (1989, p. 23), who sees the emergence of property
rights as a political process, it is noted that informal rights to land might even be better off if no attempt is
made to recognise them formally. This is due to the political implications that a skewed distribution of land
may accelerate once exposed. Nevertheless, it is suggested that strengthening weak secondary rights should
be the general rule, perhaps along the lines of the common right that exists in Finland24. The same principle
in Zanzibar could create general access to idle cultivable soil provided that the primary landholder’s interest
was not harmed. The rule could embody a mechanism to compensate for inputs invested by the secondary
right holder should the primary right holder interrupt a cultivation season. Africa needs to investigate flexible
alternatives to existing statutory tenure systems; in particular, common-right models could be researched
further in this context. A standard solution to multi-layer tenure regulation, namely the introduction of
communal titles, was explored in the Zimbabwean case study (Törhönen and Goodwin 1998, p. 102-103,
108). It was an attempt to provide the security of tenure afforded by a title system while stopping short of
introducing individualised tenure. Findings pointed out that it was unclear whether such a system would be
capable of providing the benefits of a title system. Simpler solutions, like strengthened gender equality or
micro-scale credit were seen as potentially more beneficial than communal forms of title. At least, we called
for the possibility of upgrading tenure where suitable conditions obtained while permitting natural land
tenure evolution elsewhere.

23

See Chapter 2.2.2 on how the insecurity of secondary land rights affected the 1964 revolution.
It provides public access to nature for passing through, temporary stays, mushroom and berry etc. picking, fishing and
hunting (subject to fishing and hunting regulations) on private and public rural land and waters outside home yards.
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2.2.2

Land Tenure Evolution

Land tenure is subject to an evolution that reflects changes in a society. This was particularly evident in the
Zanzibar case study (Törhönen 1998a, p. 15-54, 87-90). The history of two customary land tenure forms,
namely Shirazi tenure25 and cash crop tree-plantation tenure26, were researched to assess their impact on
current tenure. Libecap (1989, p. 116) showed how property right options should be seen within a framework
that has evolved over history. Shirazi tenure (Törhönen 1998a, p. 16-20, 45-49), based on family-held home
yards, tree ownership and communally held farmlands, has survived better than plantation-tenure. Relics of
Shirazi communal tenure can still be traced back in coastal Zanzibar. However, lately the increasing
population and commercialisation have impacted on life in the coastal (Shirazi) villages, which have always
been more oriented towards the sea than the land. Cultivation areas have mainly been under subsistence
farming with low economic returns. But recently, beautiful Zanzibari beaches have become tourist
attractions, thereby weakening communal tenure. Customary mechanisms have failed to cope with external
interests in land. The beaches that hitherto performed numerous customary functions have now been lost for
scant return (Törhönen 1995). Lessons have now been learned and the situation has improved, but in the
process customary tenure has been individualised in all valuable areas. Communal tenure now only exists in
marginal, largely non-utilised, land. Similarly in Zimbabwe (Törhönen and Goodwin 1998, p. 98-99),
communal tenure faces pressures owing to the increasing population and emerging commercialisation. It still
exists, but its customary functions are being eroded by growing economic interests. Remote areas with low
population densities are the least affected. Returning to Zanzibar, plantation-tenure in the 19th century
achieved a balance, albeit one based on slavery, where landlords with cash-crop trees and slaves farming and
living under those trees both had adequate livelihoods. A crisis was experienced when external forces pushed
for the abolishment of slavery. However, the peasant-landlord tenure that was adopted continued plantationtenure largely unchanged, and at its best enabled mutual benefits. The balance also depended on the lucrative
clove-trade, and once markets declined landlords became indebted and pressure grew. Everyone suffered,
with landlords losing their holdings to moneylenders and secondary land rights no longer being respected.
One conclusion is that when pressure on customary tenure grew then secondary rights on land had little or no
value. An important historical factor is that the insecure position of secondary right holders contributed to the
1964 revolution (Törhönen 1998a, p. 30-32), when the properties of all landlords were confiscated and
tenure was reformed27.
While generally most customary land tenure is of a communal type, which evolves towards individualisation,
the opposite has occurred in Finland (Jutikkala 1983, p. 7 – 9, Hyvönen 1982, 1998). Ancient Nordic
countries were largely unoccupied, and when the population increased new families opened areas in forests
and settled down in isolated farms with no village structure. The earliest written records, Scandinavian rural
laws from 1100 – 1300, describe communities where families farmed individual fields. Hyvönen (1982, p.
51-52) describes how a cleared field was utilised for a period and thereafter was periodically left fallow. In
the early stages land was subject to private interests only while it was used. Later the interest started to cover
fallow periods and finally areas were demarcated regardless of utilisation. Communal tenure evolved only
during the middle ages. A village structure became common both through voluntary grouping and through
fragmentation caused by succession. There were many village tenure variations. Land seems to have been
cultivated by villages as a whole but whether the land tenure or the farming technique was collective has
been debated. Some communities were strong, forming belts of villages that linked large areas. In other areas
private farms continued to be scattered in isolated units. Forests were held in various forms of joint tenure.
Other resources were enjoyed through use-rights that were divided between community members.
During the past 400 years the Finnish land tenure evolution has been led by a series of land reforms aimed at
increasing the government property revenue28. The most significant, the great consolidation (Saarenheimo
1983, p. 20-53) impacted crucially on land tenure. The vast, communally held forestlands that were, until the
25

A very traditional type of African customary tenure with Arab/Islamic influence located in infertile coastal areas.
A double-cropping system where landlords held clove trees and slaves picked cloves and lived on and held land for
subsistence cultivation. Later, when slavery was abolished the custom continued with peasants and landlords.
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See Chapter 2.2.3.1 for the land reform mentioned.
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Historical Land Reforms in Finland are discussed in more depth in Chapter 2.2.3.
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late 19th century, mainly used as land reserves, for firewood collection and hunting, were now apportioned
between the landholders and the government. Individualisation of large forest areas for which there was no
immediate use but where each new cleared field represented an investment for their owners, encouraged a
pattern where a landless family might be allowed to clear forest for subsistence farming and housing in
exchange for providing agricultural labour for the landholder. This became peasant tenure, which created a
new social class. Previously, the government had restricted the subdivision of land for fear of decreasing
revenue, but in 1743 it allowed the introduction of peasant farms, but not as individual properties. (Luomaaho T., Luoma-aho T. T. and Ojajärvi 1991, p. 64). The landowner owned, and paid taxes for, the entire area
covering the peasant farms. In some cases rent was collected, depending on the contract made between the
landholder and peasant (Luoma-aho T., Luoma-aho T. T. and Ojajärvi 1991, p. 64). Peasant tenure differs
from lodging tenure of the same era29. The former was closer to a customary30 type of secondary right. It was
beneficial for the landholder, who could relieve work peaks with additional labour and who had new fields
cleared for him, and it was often also the best option available for many peasants, who got a home for the
family and relative security without capital investment. Furthermore, it was beneficial for society in allowing
early family-forming that boosted the growth of the population. So, in common with plantation tenure in
Zanzibar, lodging tenure achieved a social balance based on mutual benefit. Peasant tenure was strongest at
the beginning of the second half of the 19th century, after which the commercial potential of forestlands was
recognised. Landowners began to value their forest areas and consequently new peasant farms were no
longer introduced. In the era of industrialisation, peasant tenure no longer proved an ideal arrangement. Land
belonged to the landholder and the peasant’s position was not clear-cut. Security was accordingly low, since
there was a real risk of eviction. New agricultural techniques enabled landowners to cultivate larger areas
than before, which created a desire to repossess peasant farms (Vitikainen 2002). Industrialisation also
provided new options for peasants, and some were lured away from farming by the cash economy
(Kokkonen 2002). Forestry, for example, started to require wage labour (Vitikainen 2002). Investments on
peasant farms decreased since in the case of eviction landholders did not compensate peasants for
improvements. Towards the end of the 19th century, peasants started to demand permanent rights. The
government responded by allowing subdivision31 and also by regulating the renting of rural land32 including
peasant tenure. This failed to convince the peasants, however, who went on to stage numerous strikes, in
response to which evictions sometimes occurred. Renting regulations were adjusted again, but the tension
persisted. Immediately after independence in 1917, the first Finnish government agreed in principal that
peasant farms and lodgings would have to be privatised. A bill was sent to parliament, but the civil war33
halted it. Aspelund (1983 p. 224) points out that by the beginning of the war the bill had virtually been
passed and therefore peasant tenure could not have been the cause of the clash. One cannot ignore the impact
of overall political developments in Europe in general and Russia in particular. Still, peasant tenure was an
issue that created tensions for a couple of decades.
Two continents, two very different countries, but one finds two quite similar land tenure cases. Can
Zanzibari and Finnish land tenure evolutions be compared? Hardly, as such a comparison would disregard
countless factors that emerge from history, culture and tradition. And yet the same conclusions were drawn
separately from both cases: Customary land tenure, or tenure with clear primary and secondary rightholders, was able to provide mutual benefits in favourable circumstances but seemed to lose the ability when
the economic situation changed drastically, at which time the position of secondary right-holders became
very vulnerable and the resulting decline in security of tenure had a severe impact on social stability.
External pressures are clear factors, but how about internal drivers of change? Libecap (1989, p. 116) has
researched the motives behind changes in property right types and their distribution. He concluded that the
29

In lodging tenure small cottages were rented for labourers. Peasants got their livelihood from the peasant farm, but
lodgers from wages from the landholder’s farm. (Luoma-aho T., Luoma-aho T. T. and Ojajärvi 1991, p. 64) say that
these small, low-value, properties comprising a house and a small potato garden, of maximum two hectares altogether,
were often owned by the lodgers.
30
Although peasant farms were established based on a stipulated form of agreement (Kokkonen 2002, Vitikainen 2002)
peasant tenure was not directly recognised by statute, making it comparable with a customary right.
31
1864. In 1895 the law on apportionment was passed (Luoma-aho T and Luoma-aho T. T. and Ojajärvi 1991, p. 64).
32
See Hyvönen 1998, p. 122-124 for the settlement legislation in the 20th century.
33
The government (whites) won a bloody war over the labour-oriented reds (including many peasants) in a couple of
months.
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rational use of resources and economic growth are not engines for change, but rather the expected gains in
net private benefits. He sees the distribution of property rights as an issue behind conflicts. This proved
correct in Zanzibar and in Finland, but only after the mutual-benefit equilibrium was disturbed.
2.2.3

Land Reform

Land tenure evolution can be accelerated by land reform, which I define as a man-made change to land
tenure usually aimed at changing land distribution. The Finnish land tenure evolution, a catalogue of land
reforms, provides the land reform case study for this research. These land reforms, with the exception of
forest-ownership, aimed at land use classification and rationalisation, and only in the last century crisissituation did reforms alter land distribution. Little is known about the ancient land reforms in Finland
(Hyvönen 1982, p. 90-94, 1998, p. 104-108) but repeating housing and cultivation patterns are too
widespread to have emerged without some man-made exercise. Reforms followed population growth as land
became scarce. The first pattern identified is block division34, which divided up villages into private and
public areas, and separated individual parcels. Critics say that block division resulted from the clearing of
land rather than of land reform. Documentation on later reforms indicates that villages were organised either
according to ancient or to back-land division. Ancient division seemed to target houses and fields, and backland division the untouched remote areas. Both were common and have been researched in Sweden35, but
their spread in Finland is unclear.
The driving force of known land reforms in Finland has been taxation36, which became systematic in the
Middle Ages. Villages were to hand out a share of their produce to the Crown. The amounts demanded per
area grew and the burden had to be apportioned between farms. This led to strip division (Jutikkala 1983 p.
10-19). This happened mainly in Western Finland37 and targeted both untouched and anciently divided
villages. Allocation of strips followed a farm’s tax share and this in turn, sometimes at least, reflected the
farm’s residential parcel size. Forests38 were left as village lands (Luoma-aho E. J. 1991, p. 132). Simple
methods were used for survey and demarcation (Hyvönen 1982, p. 95-96, 1998 p. 110) allowing farmers
themselves to classify and divide land into the narrow strips. Farmers co-operated in order to share the
taxation burden equitably and also to clarify and secure the land distribution (Vitikainen 2002). The formal
society we know now was only in its infancy, and perhaps farmers sought security via state recognition of
holdings (Kokkonen 2002).
Ylikangas (2000, p. 48-61), who has researched crime development in Finland, points out that insecurity of
tenure and ambiguity in land distribution caused by the weak execution of authoritative and legal powers,
were the primary sources of rural violence39 in the 15th, 16th and 17th centuries. Lands were physically
defended and acquired, rights violated and weak holders40 struggled to keep their holdings (p. 55). Courts
handled violent land disputes, but rulings were weakly enforced. Strip-division boosted disputes by creating
narrow, poorly demarcated strips, with a high potential for trespassing (p. 56). By the middle of 18th century
strip-division was seen as hindering agricultural development. A farm could consist of more than a dozen
narrow strips, which were cultivated collectively and therefore required unanimous decisions. The joint
ownership of forests potentially lessened forest-cover since the slash-and-burn technique was commonly
used41. Finally, insufficiently surveyed strip-divisions caused a major tax burden for some while others were
free passengers.
A solution was sought in the great consolidation (Saarenheimo 1983, p. 20-53) i.e. via the introduction of
big, individually-cultivated parcels for increased agricultural production and population growth (Hyvönen
34

Block Division prevailed in Eastern Finland.
Finland was a part of Sweden from 1155 until 1809, when it became autonomous in the Russian Empire. Finland
became independent on 6 December 1917.
36
Governmental taxes on agriculture were introduced in 1250’s and church taxes even earlier (Hyvönen 1982, p. 69).
37
The Finnish strip-division recordings date from 1332 until the 18th century (Hyvönen 1982, p. 94-95, 1998 p. 109).
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Used at the time for tar production, as a general material resource and as a field land reserve.
39
Also Deininger and Binswanger (1998) see asset distribution and social exclusion as causes for rural violence.
40
Ylikangas mentions widows.
41
See about tar production in Luoma-aho E. J. 1991, p. 134-135.
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1982, p. 94, 96-97, 1998 p. 109, 111). This was a western European phenomenon, with the Swedish/Finnish
being one of the earliest examples42. Hyvönen points out that neither strip-division nor the great
consolidation were desired by the population, but were imposed by the foreign ruler. The government
assumed a right to launch the great consolidation in areas to be surveyed for taxation43. The steps were
valuation, classification, consolidation and unification of units to between one and several parcels per
landholder. The quality of land correlated with size of allocations. Farmers were actually to benefit through
the improved farming made possible, but the apparent connection with taxation meant that the great
consolidation was regarded as being solely in the government’s interest. This, coupled with a reluctance to
change, a mistrust of valuation results, a fear that consolidation served only the interests of the wealthy, and
finally the surveying costs involved44 caused resistance. The government persisted however, and by the end
of the 18th century all resistance had dried up. The government introduced land distribution tribunals,
consisting of locally trusted persons and a knowledgeable chair (Karanko 1983, p. 390), to resolve disputes.
The only appeal was to the King, which made settlements very effective. By the independence declaration of
1917, most of the country had been consolidated45. It had taken one-and-a-half centuries to survey, classify,
consolidate and reallocate most of the Finnish land parcels. Even so, a good half-century was spent taking
the task to completion46.
Results of the great consolidation have been debated. Land tenure was unified, forests for the first time were
apportioned between farmers and the government, all land was now held in freehold47 and administrative
boundaries were demarcated (Ojanperä 1999 p. 13). Ylikangas (2000, p. 61) suggests that 17th century
improvements in cadastral surveys and the strengthening of the legal system over property right questions
improved security of tenure, which significantly lessened rural violence. The great consolidation could not
have played a role, as the reduction occurred before it started (p. 59). Still, it was the great consolidation that
introduced finality in land tenure and irreversibly secured land ownership (Kokkonen 2002). In other words,
law and order reached grassroots level. As an exception, the great consolidation altered land distribution
once the policy of surplus acquisition was adopted in the late 18th century. Forestlands that exceeded a
regional maximum per farm48 were appropriated by the government (Saarenheimo 1983, Luoma-aho and
Ojajärvi 1991, Hyvönen 1982, p. 101-102, 1998, p. 115-117, Ojanperä 1999, p. 14-15). These State forests
were taken for a settlement program that was intended to relieve landlessness and increase population. The
government saw this as the mobilisation of an under-utilised potential. Landholders49 accepted the
acquisitions relatively calmly, apparently because there was a surplus of forestland50 that was not yet
commercially utilised. Also, the sense of ownership of remote forests was not strong. In addition, the
government interpreted size limits flexibly. For example a larger area was made available if a landholder
agreed to increased taxes, and low-value lands could be acquired for a low or even zero tax-increase.
Naturally the temptation was high for a valuer (a low-paid surveyor) to accept a benefit and issue a valuation
favourable to the landowner. In the end the government had to demand a second opinion every time an
additional land area was handed over without a tax increase.
The great consolidation improved cultivation, but many farms were still uneconomically scattered and
shaped. Also forests came to be held in long narrow strips, which proved uneconomical. There is still a
debate on whether the privatisation of forests had an effect on husbandry. It is likely to have hindered the
destructive use of forests, but it is unclear what extent and significance this bears in relation to other issues
such as the increased value of forests. Industrialisation certainly benefited, since forest privatisation enabled
the emerging pulp and paper industry to acquire wood effectively. The surplus acquisition policy has not
been shown to have significantly impacted on population growth, but it certainly made the government a
42

Started in 1757 (Luoma-aho and Ojajärvi 1991, p. 45, Hyvönen 1982 p. 97, 1998 p. 112).
In Sweden, the great consolidation required a landholder’s application in order to begin (Ojanperä 1999 p. 13)
44
Surveyors got a basic salary from the Crown (Vitikainen 2002), but landholders supplemented this during the work
period.
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In 1809 Finland gained autonomy from Russia, but the great consolidation continued.
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Last ones in Lapland in the 1960’s (Luoma-aho and Ojajärvi, 1991 p. 45, Hyvönen 1982, p. 97, 1998 p. 112).
47
State lands in Finland are subject to the same regulations as private lands; they are just owned by the state.
48
The local maximum sizes varied a lot from one area to another based on actual utilisation of lands in the area.
49
Hyvönen mentions that Crown/Church aristocrats had exemptions, but Ojanperä saw them as most heavily affected.
50
Vitikainen (2002) points out that people saw the possibility of new settlements as a positive thing.
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huge forest owner in the more remote areas (Luoma-aho and Ojajärvi, 1991 p. 45, Ojanperä 1999 p. 15), a
situation that has persisted until today. The settlement programme did not work well, with land in many
cases circling back to its original owner. Socially, as individualisation progressed village connections were
weakened in some areas while in others no significant changes took place. Land ownership strengthened and
the landless came under the direct control of owners. This had important consequences, such as peasant tenure, which created a new social class that was to change society51. Ojanperä (1999 p. 18) concludes that,
through the great consolidation, society de facto prepared for the transition from subsistence farming to cash
crop agriculture and industrialisation.
As soon as the great consolidation finished, and even while it was still under way, modification was needed
to improve the results. It had not been effective everywhere, and large areas still suffered from a fragmented
parcel structure. Consequently, the new consolidation (Saarenheimo 1983, p. 53-62) started in the middle of
19th century52. Originally it was a voluntary, rather cumbersome process, which would start only in response
to a high-level governmental decision or by a unanimous decision of acceptance and cost sharing by all
landholders. In the late 19th century the process was streamlined and the costs were borne by the government,
which boosted it (Ojanperä 1999, p. 19-20). The idea was to reposition fields and farm centres in a more
rational pattern for faster commuting and improved access to arable and grazing land. Farm centres were
sometimes moved, something that had rarely occurred in the great consolidation. Initially the government
subsidised and financed farm centre moves, and later infrastructure improvements also (Vitikainen 1999, p.
39). By the mid 20th century the new consolidation had become heavily subsidised. Economically, new
consolidation proved beneficial. Socially, it effectively changed village society into one of private and
dispersed farms. Critics note losses in countryside ambience and the sense of togetherness. They also see
working costs as growing when group-work lessened, and take consolidation as a hindrance to the
distribution of infrastructure. The counter criticism maintains that village society would have fallen apart
anyway as subsistence farming was replaced by commercial farming. Saarenheimo (1983) points out that
families also moved out from villages in areas that did not undergo new consolidation. By the 20th century
the new consolidation had become popular, although some disputes had occurred. New consolidations have
continued up to the present day, although with changing aims and form.
Three major land reforms have shaped Finnish land tenure. These reforms originated from taxation and
aimed to improve farming, but they also introduced law and order down to grassroots level, the great
consolidation in particular. The land tenure evolution has been remarkably structured and controlled. Even
when the government de facto confiscated large areas of forest no real resistance was noted. Vitikainen
(2002) suggests that the success of reforms was enabled by strong community participation and control.
Apparently the reforms were carried out relatively fairly and formal tenure structures were seen to be more
secure than informal ones. It was only peasant tenure that created serious social unrest53, which later led to a
land distribution reform.
2.2.3.1

Land Distribution Reforms

Finnish peasant tenure was reformed after the civil war (Aspelund 1983). The law that had been held up by
the war was quickly passed thereafter, enabling peasants to buy out their farms for low fees54. If a voluntary
sale was not reached, an acquisition order was made out and the farm was allocated to the peasant against a
long payback. This was socially significant. Peasants became farmers i.e. landowners and private
entrepreneurs, in contrast with their previous status as labour force with an insecure future and tenure55. In
1922 a new privatisation law created a right for every landless Finnish citizen with the necessary farming
skills to acquire farmland. The means of acquisition were the same as for peasants. These reforms lessened
tensions and succeeded in stabilising the young independence. The small farms so formed survived well and
the farming families managed slowly to improve their living standard. The original landholders, who had lost
51

Peasant tenure was explored in the previous Chapter.
Already by the beginning of the 19th Century in Sweden.
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Pre-independence peasant tenure is described in Chapter 2.2.2.
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The price level used was backdated four years.
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Also industrialisation progressed providing alternative income opportunities for the landless population.
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their temporary labour, started to invest in agricultural machinery, which improved farming techniques.
Agricultural production grew significantly during the following decades.
The post-revolution land reform in Zanzibar (Törhönen 1998a, p. 33-54, 88-89), which targeted plantation
tenure, can be compared to the peasant tenure reform in Finland. The Zanzibari reform followed the socialist
ideology of confiscating and distributing landlords’ holdings to the peasants, who were granted use rights to
land. The reform aimed at the lucrative clove trees rather than the land itself, and the new tenure regime
restricted land use to clove farming only. Over the following decades the clove trade became much less
lucrative, but the restrictions remained. In addition, transfers were not allowed and inheritance required a
new granting process. All this has fuelled informal, non-registered transactions and inheritance. The
distributed parcels have become illiquid, insecure holdings tied to an uneconomical land use. They have
become unproductive. On the contrary, less valuable lands that were not redistributed at the time of the
revolution are now held in a kind of freehold56 that allows flexible land use and inheritance and may be
freely transferred. The land that was regulated in detail has become worse utilised than that left to evolve
naturally.
2.2.3.2

Refugee Settlement

The new land distribution challenge occurred after the Winter War in 1940, at which time Finland had to
hand over or rent parts of its territory to the Soviet Union (Suomaa 1983) and the population of those areas
had to be resettled at once to other parts of the country. A law was passed57 and over 450 000 people were
resettled. Refugee families were entitled to land and housing of a similar size to what they had lost.
Professional commissions were created for fast-settlement and a court of appeal was set up to arbitrate
disputes. Land was acquired primarily from public sources (the state, municipalities, church) and idle private
farms, with land from active landholders only being acquired as a last resort (roughly a quarter of the
acquisitions) (Suomaa 1983, p. 281). Compensation was based on market value before the war.
The second war between Finland and the Soviet Union occurred in 1941. Areas that had been lost were
recaptured and 70-90% of refugees returned to their homes (Laitinen 1996, p. 239). However, after the peace
agreement in 1944 all of these areas and more were handed over again, and the refugee settlement exercise
had to be repeated (Åberg 1983, Kantee 1983). This time war invalids, war orphans, war veterans and other
minor groups were also entitled to allocations58. All rural refugees59 from Karelia60 were also settled, and in
total 101 000 new farms61/62 were created (Laitinen 1996, p. 239-240). Why was land given to other than
refugees (Laitinen 1996, p. 244)? Those were tough times, and the desire for land, a means of stability and
security, was high. Government, whose aim for self-sufficiency in farm produce was endangered by the war
and the lost Karelian fields, wanted to open up new fields for cultivation. When the refugees of the first war
returned to Karelia, the government, with many settlement farms now on its hands, made announcements
that war veterans would be allocated land. These promises had to be met even though the size of Finland had
decreased63. The procedures for acquisition, reallocation, and dispute settlement were substantially the same
as previously. The real properties thus formed were intended for housing, farming or fishing. The
compensation value was fixed to the 1944 price level, which was soon eroded by inflation. This was
compensated for to some extent by offering taxation relief to landowners who lost land. Recipients paid for
their allocations, but refugees only paid the balance between the value of the lost and the allocated farm.
They were also given government loans for farm development. Allocated lands could only be transferred to
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Shamba land tenure = the government owns all lands but improvements are held and transferred freely.
See Hyvönen 1998, p. 122-124 for the settlement legislation in the 20th century.
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165 000 applications were made (Åberg 1983). Laitinen (1996 p. 240) says that the number was 149 000.
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As a point of personal interest, the 410 000 Karelian refugees (Laitinen 1996) included my father Niilo Törhönen,
born in Sortavala in 1933.
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The Karelian refugees got 40 % of new farms, 60 % went to other groups.
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Apart from newly allocated farms, 34 000 smallholder-war veterans received additional land areas.
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Refugees and demobilised war veterans were seen as a potential source of instability. The policy was to provide them
quickly with a place and meaningful work; a piece of land did the job perfectly (Kokkonen 2002).
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another eligible person, but once paid for (or after five years of occupancy and in some cases after twenty
years) they became freely transferable.
Resettlement was important both for stability and for restoring the refugees’ livelihoods. Some landholders
complained about acquisition amounts but the nation, unified by the war, was generally in favour and no
serious tensions arose. Rural infrastructure was improved as many roads were built for the new settlements.
Agriculturalists warned about the reduced average farm sizes64, but contrary to their fears there was soon an
overproduction of food (Kantee 1983, p. 319, Laitinen 1996, p. 245-246). Less than half of the new farms
were intended to provide a full livelihood, but rather to enable part-time farming, and many were engaged in
semi-subsistence farming up to the 1960’s (Laitinen 1996, p. 242 - 249), which provided a basic living
adequate for those lean times. The resettlement drive caused already rare large farms practically to vanish,
and family farming became the rule (Hyvönen 1998, p. 123). Laitinen (1996, p. 251) says that given the low
number of large farms to start with, the structural change was not significant. During the following decades,
the average farm size grew owing to increased urbanisation and industrialisation. A typical progression is
described by Luoma-aho E. J. (1991, p. 137); 98 % of the population of his native village in the SouthWestern Finland lived directly from agriculture in 1930’s, but in 1986 this had fallen to about five percent.
Resettlement, among other factors, increased farm numbers to an unsustainable level for an EU country of
the 21st century (Laitinen 1996, p. 256). Still, Laitinen and others say that settlement was unavoidable. Apart
from the agricultural successes and setbacks, it provided social status and security to a large sector of the
population recovering from the wars. Contrary to the recent World Bank conclusion that re-distributive land
reforms have never been very successful (Deininger and Binswanger 1998), Finland did in fact benefit from
its crisis-situation reforms65.
2.2.3.3

Indigenous Refugee Settlement

After the wars Finland also had to settle an indigenous refugee group, the Skolt-Sami (Poutanen 1983, p.
332-333). Most of the Skolt-Sami had lived in their native area in the Soviet Union, but a few hundred66 had
lived in Finnish territory that was handed over (Linkola and Sammallahti 1995, p. 53-54, p. 38, 52). Their
land tenure had consisted of demarcated areas for winter and summer villages, and it was based, at least in
the 1940’s, on private family tenure (Linkola and Sammallahti 1995, p. 53-54, Sergejeva 1995, p. 67-68).
Ownership of land was vested in the village as a whole, but individuals held land areas permanently for
various uses. The village assembly had the power to change land use rights (Wirilander 2001, p. 2-8). Old
sale documents, wills and dispute-settlement documents for land and natural resource rights have survived
(Mikkola 1941 p. 22-32), supporting the conclusion that the Skolt-Sami had an understanding of
ownership/permanent use-rights of natural resources, and their value and transferability67. Land-use rights
were inherited and used as collateral, which resulted in transfers of some traditional areas. The Skolt-Sami
refugees were settled mainly in two areas68 of Lapland (Terho 2001, p. 51). The biggest group, a village, was
located in a remote arctic wilderness, isolated from other populations. Others went to more populated areas.
The Skolt-Sami were not dealt with like other rural refugees. Several laws were passed to make provision for
their land tenure arrangements. Before the war, the Skolt-Sami had used huge land areas for reindeer
herding, hunting and fishing. The loss both of these and their villages were compensated for with cottages
constructed on 3 ha land parcels coupled with a right to use certain state land for “reindeer herding, fishing,
hunting and livestock rearing” (Hyvärinen 1995, p. 23, Wirilander 2001, p. 969), and also for firewood
collection etc. However, other groups also had access to identical rights in same areas. Ownership of the
cottages was granted, but transfer was restricted. The Skolt-Sami became tied to their parcels (Poutanen
1983, p. 332). Furthermore, although the Skolt-Sami had been accustomed to tight village structures in the
past, the cottages were spread out and isolated. This negatively affected communication (Semenoja 1995, p.
82, Terho 2001, p. 52). In land use matters, the village assembly lost its power to the government. Semenoja
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estimates that the new areas were less fruitful than the areas that had been lost. The cottages were modest
and generally too small for large Skolt-Sami families (Terho 2001, p. 53). An account written six years after
resettlement describes how many of the younger generation had already moved to the towns for work (Terho
2001, p. 58). In general the resettlement was difficult, and although government provided various subsidies
some anger about living conditions has been recorded (Terho 2001, p. 56-59). Nevertheless, the main
settlement area was close to previous Skolt-Sami areas, and although many would have preferred to return
home they accepted the situation without protest (Linkola and Sammallahti 1995, p. 55). At the end of
1960’s, the Skolt-Sami laws70 were revised owing to problems in livelihood and equality in comparison with
the mainstream population (Wirilander 2001, p. 11). The Skolt-Sami gained the right to hand over their
parcels to the government71 for fair compensation, after which they would be allocated either a residential
parcel or a private reindeer farm72. By the 1970’s the Skolt-Sami had gained the same status as other
reindeer-herders (Terho 2001, p. 60).
Presently, few old Skolt-Sami live in the resettled areas. Their customary livelihood has not entirely
vanished, but new generations have been integrated with the mainstream population (Metropolitan Leo 1995,
p. 61-64). Critics say, however, that customs have been completely reformed (Semenoja 1995, p. 82-83).
Pressures on this minority have been strong73 (Semenoja 1995, p. 83-87). The Skolt-Sami language as a
mother tongue, and tight Skolt-Sami societies have now vanished. Their customs did not survive the less
favourable conditions. Reindeer herding is now the source of income for only 10%74, and hunting, fishing
and lamb-farming have only marginal significance for Skolt-Sami livelihoods75. Berry picking has become
an important additional income source. Unemployment is high and a quarter of the population has left the
area permanently. The culture is in danger of disappearing altogether. The Skolt-Sami refugee resettlement
and their land tenure arrangements show how difficult it is to preserve a culture and its customary tenure
from the outside, not to mention transferring it to a different location. This research suggests that the Finnish
government did not study the Skolt-Sami land tenure and culture sufficiently carefully, and introduced new
customs that reflected only partially the ancient Skolt-Sami tradition76. It is not feasible to tie groups to land
while restricting the land use, something that also proved to be the case in Zanzibar77. But can the weakened
culture be blamed on resettlement? I stopped short of verifying that. Skolt-Sami customs had been
weakening for a long time before the resettlement (Wirilander 2001, p. 2-8). And during recent decades most
Finns have moved to cities, thereby transforming their lifestyles, so why not the Skolt-Sami? Inevitably such
a restricted, government controlled, tenure did not have a positive impact on the survival of Skolt-Sami
customs. Flexibility in land use and transfer, which all other settlers benefited from, would have increased
possibilities for accommodating new initiatives. Also, World Bank evidence calls for caution to be exercised
towards any socially justified restrictive land market measures, because success has been rare (Deininger and
Binswanger 1998)78.

2.3

Land Registration

Land and property registration systems reflect a nation’s culture, history, legal tradition, level of
development and politics just as much as do its land tenure arrangements. While accepting that each system
is unique, their classification according to a few main theories helps to structure research. Firstly, there are
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Only 23 % of Skolt-Sami in the area in 1991 got income from reindeers, fishing and berries (Wirilander 2001 p.15).
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The renewed Skolt-Sami law of 1995, as the first Finnish statute (!), recognised the Skolt-Sami traditional village
assemblies and other customary administration (Wirilander 2001, p. 17).
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In Chapter 2.2.3.1.
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The WB presents a voluntary, community-managed reform as a potential way of reducing the problems of asset
distribution and social exclusion.
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fiscal and legal land registers79. The legal group consists of deeds registration80, where documents in the
register are the evidence of title, and title registration, where mostly the register itself serves as the primary
evidence. In the deeds system, a registered deed takes priority over an unregistered or a subsequent deed, and
in some systems unregistered deeds are not accepted as proof of title. A similar principle of recognising only
registered interests has outlawed most land holdings in Zanzibar and in Cambodia81. Legal protection covers
a landholder only when the holdings have been registered, and by far the majority are not (Törhönen 1998a,
p. 92, Törhönen 2001, p. 412, 414). However, as a theory, the registration of a deed does not affect its legal
status, it is merely stored. Adjudication is repeated for every conveyance through the entire conveyance
chain. Lawyers and surveyors are involved, duplication takes place and unit costs rise. But from the point of
view of government the register is cheap to maintain. A comparative analysis of the Zanzibar land register
development options showed that in low-resource conditions a gradually-improved82, sporadic83, deeds
registry system was more feasible than anything more advanced and all-embracing84 (Törhönen 1998b, p.
114-118). The security that deeds registries provide has often been adequate. Bogaerts and Zevenbergen
(2001 p. 330) point out that a register of deeds does not mean that the land registration or land administration
system is improper or untrustworthy85. While in developing countries the deeds system is often the most
feasible solution, it usually serves only the better-off of the population as in Zanzibar (Törhönen 1998b, p.
113-114) and in Cambodia (Törhönen 2001, p. 410, 414)86.
Title registration was introduced to overcome the problems associated with deeds registration (Simpson
1976, p. 14). Its purpose was to simplify and secure conveyancing, avoid repetition and increase efficiency.
Title registration is based on a state guarantee of title. Finality is thus ensured, and repeated adjudication
unnecessary87. As previously explored, any absolute guarantee of title is problematic in a developing world
context. Theoretically, since only an entry to the register can convey title, a title register needs always to be
updated, which in developing countries is often likely to remain in the realms of theory. In Zanzibar, for
instance, the land register88 contained data on granted land that was neither to be sold nor altered, but while
the register showed the parcels to be intact, field research often revealed them to be subdivided (Törhönen
1998a, p. 37). A title may live its own life distanced from reality. Yet, even after years of unrecorded
conveyances and multi-layer tenure, only titleholders have legal protection. An outdated title registry, instead
of securing title may disregard conveyances and outlaw contracting parties. The conclusion is that a title
system should not be introduced if there is a fear that it will not be implemented fully. Originally, title
registration systems were not designed to support land management or property taxation89, they did not
contain registry maps and no data-sharing was planned. Although repeated adjudication was avoided, the
lack of maps meant resurveying for transfers, making them still more cumbersome and expensive. The
compulsory professional tasks in both deed and title registration systems have resulted in costly
conveyances, which together with informal fees make registration unfeasible for most inhabitants of
developing countries. In Zanzibar, an urban land register covers only government allocated parcels and the
deeds register for rural areas only exists in name (Törhönen 1998a, p. 53, 90, 92). In Cambodia, despite the
public desire90 for registration, the register covers only about ten percent of parcels. Registration is too
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The legal registers are often called land registers and fiscal registers cadastres, but many variations can be found.
For detailed theory see Simpson (p. 91-109).
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See Chapter 2.2.
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See Chapter 2.3.1 for sporadic first-registration.
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The expected gains from a comprehensive title system were a multiple of those for a sporadic deed system, but the
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expensive for the majority of the poor (Törhönen 2001, p. 414). If an official land administration system
fails, another will fill the gap. In Zimbabwe, the village elders had data superior to the authorities on land
holdings and management (Törhönen and Goodwin 1998, p. 98-99). It is noted that as title systems have
developed, the need for external support has lessened and feasibility and data sharing have improved91.
A fiscal register records data in cadastres92 established for taxation purposes (Simpson 1976, 110-124, Dale
& Binns 1995, p. 20). In developing countries, a fear of taxation93 may result in non-comprehensive or
outdated cadastres (Dale & Binns 1995). In Cambodia, transactions are often not registered in order to avoid
transfer tax (Törhönen 2001, p. 410-411). Some cadastres have no direct link with taxation. A modern
definition accommodates multiple objectives, taking cadastre to be a general term denoting official land
records, which may be further classified at least into legal and fiscal cadastres (FIG 1995). The adoption of
the term “legal cadastre” narrowed the line between the land register and the cadastre. Bogaerts and
Zevenbergen (2001, p. 330-331) tried to establish which type of cadastral system, fiscal or legal, is more
beneficial to a country, but concluded that it is not so much the type as the quality that matters, and fiscal
cadastres have provided a good basis for legal cadastres. Such a comparison is hardly fruitful, however, as
cadastres have evolved over time and have been modified for a vast number of purposes, as in the case of
Finland (below). The rationale behind a type of cadastre cannot be divorced from its time and place. Today,
cadastres are extolled as being feasible, and concerns have been raised on data misuse and the violating of
private interests, which are a real threat in non-democratic conditions (FIG 1995). Cadastres have often been
too expensive to establish, to operate and to maintain, in particular in developing countries. In Europe the
cadastral evolution started modestly, owing to low resources, and it progressed slowly as resources improved
(Larsson 1991, p. 38-40). Europe also has examples where poor maintenance has caused records to become
practically useless. Larsson concludes that a cadastre should cover its target area, be simple, well-constructed
and cheap otherwise it may fail to attract finance for maintenance.
In Finland, the earliest attempts at land registration were to serve taxation (Heikkilä 1983). Church taxes
based on family size and agricultural production date back to the 11th century, and the government took these
over partially in the middle of 13th century. The first systematically collected tax-duty record, the land book,
was established in 152494. In the 17th century, tax-shares started to reflect landholding sizes, and the key data
became the real property name instead of the owner (Hyvönen 1982, p. 70-71, 1998, p. 138-139). Until the
beginning of 19th century property taxation was still the main revenue generator, but in the beginning of 20th
century it became marginal and was cancelled. The land book became outdated and served no purpose and in
1937 it was terminated. In parallel to the land book, the National Land Survey had been ordered to maintain
a provincial index record on the land book data in 1812 (Heikkilä 1983, Hyvönen 1982, p. 119-120, 1998, p.
140). In 1848 a law stipulated the maintenance of a comprehensive land book register including all public
and private properties. First attempts met with limited success and it was only in 1887 that the first
comprehensive cadastre was created (Heikkilä 1983, Hyvönen 1982, p. 120, 1998, p. 140-141). It was a
public, parcel register95, a principle that still exists today. There was never a tangible connection between the
cadastre and taxation, and there is still none today. The cities that grew up on Crown lands remained outside
of the property system until the 1930’s, when individualised city properties were allowed (Heikkilä 1983,
Hyvönen 1982, p. 140-149, 1998, p. 140). However, the cadastre did not cover public forests, nature reserves
and many types of historical tenure. The cadastre did not embody state liability; only civil servants’ actions
were liable but not the content of the register (Hyvönen, 1982 p. 121). A new initiative started in the 1970’s
and was implemented in two decades. The cadastre was to cover all properties in all areas and was to be
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The Australian title registration system, the Torrens system, deserves to be mentioned separately (Larsson 1991, p.
44-49, Simpson 1976, p. 68-90, Stein and Stone 1991). It has spread widely. Conveyances take place in the register
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based on modern technology96. In 1985, rural and city cadastres97 were legally unified (Hyvönen, 1998 p.
153).
European land administration structures often have both fiscal and legal records (Bogaerts and Zevenbergen
2001, p. 327-329). The Finnish title register was established in the 1930’s and was expanded to cover
mortgages in the 1950’s (Hyvönen, 1998 p. 142). The Ministry of Justice keeps the title and mortgage
register 98 linked to the cadastre99. Today, many European land administration departments, apart from
traditional tasks, distribute land information for a vast number of purposes to a variety of clients (Larsson,
1991 p. 29-37). Cadastres have rapidly advanced both in automation and utilisation of Internet applications.
Finnish land administration was reformed in the late nineties100. Hyvönen (1998, p. 34-51) summarises the
leading principles of Finnish land registration (legislation), which reflect the Finnish constitutional equality
and impartiality. The liability of the keepers of the register was increased (Hyvönen, 2001 p. 1), but titles
were not guaranteed other than by the state guarantee on authoritative actions101. Public liability is enshrined
at a high level, because private property is protected by the constitution102 (Hyvönen 1998, p. 188-212).
Presently, land registration is based on three components: the cadastral index map103, the cadastre and the
title and mortgage register. The same components have existed since the end of 19th century, but now they
are technically integrated and unified (Hyvönen 1998, p. 1-51). The cadastral index map still has no legal
force, despite initiatives to integrate it with the cadastre104 (Hyvönen, 1982, p. 127, 1998 p. 164-165).
Recently, land record integration has been rapid and all data is now in digital form and is interlinked. Parallel
and duplicated functions have been removed105. Despite formal dualism in land registration, functions are
merged and dualism hidden. In addition, the system106 is linked to many authorities such as census, taxation,
construction, environment etc. and provides public access to data107.
2.3.1

First-registration

First-registration is a process that enables the first entry of an object in a land register/cadastre. In a
developing country context, the challenge lies in engineering a feasible process that produces trustworthy
results. The first of the three classic methods of first-registration (Larsson 1991, p. 80-82108/109) is voluntary
sporadic registration110, which is done at the landholder’s expense and therefore needs only minimal public
investment. This method prevails in the developing world, but it has never achieved good area coverage.
Second is compulsory sporadic registration, which obliges registration upon transaction111. Bogaerts and
Zevenbergen (2001 p. 334-335) note that while sporadic registration provides problematic legal security for a
third party, and struggles to cover entire areas, it is at least a client-driven process that concerns only the
parties involved and does not stir up dormant problems. In Cambodia, sporadic registration managed to
handle only a fraction of claims112 (Törhönen 2001, p. 410-411). The sporadic approach did not prove
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feasible on a large scale. Since that time, first-registration has taken place based only on an informal contract
between the land register and the claimant, who has financed the entire action. The result is that a great
majority still do not have titles.
The third method, of systematic registration, whereby a whole area is adjudicated and surveyed at one time,
is preferable. The cost per unit is low, rights are adjudicated once and for all, public information is effective
and conflicts automatically come to light (Larsson 1991, p. 81-82). After concluding in Cambodia that
sporadic registration was not going to reach the poor113 (the majority), and was not a good basis for land
management, new alternatives were explored (Törhönen 2001, p. 414-415). While the land administration
system was struggling to revive it was important that an equitable land registration system was in place, with
maximum transparency, publicity and communal participation. Field visits were unavoidable, since people
had practically no documentary evidence about their holdings. Systematic registration seemed to provide the
only possible solution.
The classic steps of systematic registration are: adjudication114 of rights, demarcation of boundaries, survey
of the extent and documentation for registration (HABITAT 1990 p. 15, Dale & McLaughlin 1988, p. 28,
Simpson 1976). I conducted a pilot project for systematic registration in Zanzibar (Törhönen 1998a, p. 6975). A simple procedure was developed, which apart from slight technical and approach115 problems
functioned well, but the logistics involved in claim recording, adjudication, demarcation and survey proved
suffocating. It was difficult even to call the claimants effectively for the fieldwork, not to mention any other
interested parties. It is noted that the public information work was not limited to the campaign. Field teams
were engaged in continuous information dialogue with landholders. All staff had to be well trained in order
to avoid misinformation116. Later in Zimbabwe, we were looking at technical solutions for rural titling
(Törhönen and Goodwin 1998, p. 103 –107). We suggested that general (mutually agreed) boundaries could
be geometrically simplified at the time of survey, that rural landholders were able, with assistance, to identify
parcel boundaries from an aerial photograph and finally that the adjudication, demarcation and surveys
should be done during only one visit to a parcel if the exercise was to be economic. Finally, Cambodia
proved to be a difficult challenge (Törhönen 2001, p. 415 – 420). Since the surveying and law professions
had been destroyed, non-professionals would operate the system in future. All lands were to be covered,
every parcel visited and the testimonies of witnesses used as primary evidence for adjudication. The
technology level had to be adjusted to suit local conditions. In an effort to avoid logistical problems the
registration was designed to go to the people only once. A public appeal mechanism was set up to ensure the
equality of right holders. The result is a six-step117 low manpower118 systematic registration that can be
completed in one session. It is based on community participation, the testimonies of witnesses and on photointerpretation. Any appeals are displayed at the centre of each community, and a commission drawn from
both the people and government settles appeals before a court. The logistics are simple; the team approaches
people on their parcels with the help of the village leader119. The system is fast, easy and cheap (Törhönen
2001, p. 421-424). Probably the most important reason for success has been the people’s desire for title. The
difference between this and Zimbabwe’s communal lands, for example, is that in Cambodia the registration
exercise is not to introduce a private tenure system but rather to reinstate one. Pre-crisis holdings were not
given back, but people were already familiar with the concept of private tenure and felt that titling was a step
towards the days of stability and prosperity. This makes all the difference. In Uzbekistan, in contrast, I
witnessed such a low desire for change that I believe it would not enable the same kind of participatory
concept (Törhönen 2002, p. 7).
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The Finnish experience is not directly comparable to first-registration in developing countries, but it is
interesting to note that it took two centuries to go through all properties in the great consolidation120
(Saarenheimo 1983). Although it was a larger task than registration, it highlights the magnitude of such work
on a national scale. Note that in Finland a single surveyor lived in a village and surveyed parcels within the
village. This could possibly be a way forward for first-registration in very low resource conditions. It could
be done on a “private surveyor” basis whereby each surveyor would collect income directly from the
villagers, which is similar to what happened in Finland. It would need the state to set up, maintain and
monitor a central system, and it would need considerable input by the landholders, perhaps only attainable in
places with a high desire for title. This could be explored further.

2.4

Development Project

Land administration has become a key target of development cooperation. The justification often stems from
Western experiences. For example, Bogaerts and Zevenbergen (2001 p. 334) point out that about 60% of the
wealth of Western nations lies in real property; a form of wealth secured by land administration. De Soto
(2000) showed the significance of liquid property to success in the West, and the potential that developing
countries have in this regard. Agenda 21121 linked proper land management122 to sustainable development
and reached a consensus on the importance of land management to developing countries. The Bathurst
declaration123 took this a step further, saying that sustainable development is not attainable without sound
land administration (UN FIG 1999). The enormity and severity of developing country land issues is well
known (UN FIG 1999, p. 4) and the expected benefits of land administration and land management are
widely publicised (Dale & McLaughlin 1998, p. 2, Dale & Binns 1995, FIG 1995, Larsson 1991, p. 57-69,
HABITAT 1990, p. 5-6, Dale & McLaughlin 1988 and Williamson 1986). Back in 1972 Lawrance wrote
that inadequate land records have a direct and adverse effect on development; registration provides
stimulation to land markets, security for credit and data for planning. Adding only a positive impact on the
environment, the expected benefits seem not to have changed in three decades. Today, land administration
development projects involve many bilateral124 and multilateral donors. It is safe to say that all projects aim
at sustainable development, which ties in well with donor agendas as seen in Cambodia125 (Törhönen 2001,
p. 424-426).
But there is no general consensus. Dale & McLaughlin (1998, p. 3-4) summarise the criticism mounting
against the importance of land and property. The potential for customary tenures systems to provide secure
and progressive tenure is recognised. This is news to no one, but only now has it been taken seriously126.
Other critical notes concern the non-obvious linkage between secure tenure and a functioning credit system,
the fact that an aim of optimised land use may actually result in the accumulation of land for speculation, and
the fact that the costs of maintaining property infrastructure may be so high that developing countries might
have more urgent priorities. Place & Hazell (1993) saw no need for ambitious registration projects in SubSaharan Africa. They found no significant correlation between the type of land rights and farmers’ interest in
investing127. Birgegård (1993), in an African context, does not believe in tenure reform and land titling. He
has researched the land titling exercise in Kenya a few decades back, and his conclusions are not flattering.
Titling decreased security of tenure, promoted inequality, weakened the position of women, especially
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weakened secondary rights128, increased landlessness and had no effect on land or credit markets. Birgegård
suggested that in Africa customary tenures are more flexible and function better than statutory ones.
These criticisms have had an affect. For example, the International Federation of Surveyor’s (FIG 2001) now
promotes fair access to land, an indiscriminate provision of security of tenure and pays attention to women
and indigenous groups. Birgegård’s conclusions were, however, criticised by Borges (1993), who noted that
Kenya’s land titling was too advanced for the 1960’s and argued that today’s Africa is different. The same
may be said about land titling. Programs of the 1960’s and today have little in common. The problem with
Birgegård’s conclusions, as in numerous pro-titling ones, is that land titling has been vaunted as a potential
answer to a variety of ills. A typical list of benefits to be expected in a land titling program portrays every
developing country as turning automatically into a developed one. As Dale & McLaughlin (1998, p. 4) put it,
land administration is necessary but not sufficient for solving the problems underlying development, and the
same conclusion was reached by the World Bank (Deininger and Binswanger 1998). Should the outcome of
titling then be researched in isolation from overall development? The land titling outcome in Thailand, enroute to becoming the economic Tiger of Asia, was judged to be good. The result in Kenya was judged poor
when Kenya’s progress was not as evident. This might be jumping to conclusions and over-simplifying the
complex issues involved, but the point is worth making. Deininger & Binswanger (1998) stress that the goals
of a land titling program have to be clear, and neither numerous nor divergent (also AusAID 2000). The
challenge lies in the creation of effective and affordable systems that serve both government and the people
(AusAID 2000). The timeframe required is long, probably closer to tens of years than years129. Turning to
actual practice, the World Bank has started to fine-tune the preconditions that had to be met before a land
titling program (Deininger and Binswanger 1998). Justification and understanding130 appear to be at an
advanced level, so why are there so few accounts of implementation? I hope it does not only mean that the
terminology has changed. Hopefully new initiatives really are target and people-oriented. Based on my
experience and this research, I am afraid that implementation generally lags far behind universally agreed
approaches and ideas.

3

Key Issues Behind Sustainable Land Tenure and Land Registration in Developing
Countries

In this article, I have investigated the framework behind sustainable land tenure and land registration. My
aim is to contribute to the design of land administration development in developing countries. I will now
structure the research findings (giving the source chapters in brackets), select key issues, and evaluate their
relative impact a) on the feasibility of land administration and b) on sustainable development (Table 1). My
intention has not been to create a checklist131 for land administrators, but only to highlight significant
variables. Final conclusions are summed up in the next chapter. Note that conclusions are drawn only for a
developing country context. Their applicability to industrialised countries has not been considered, and it
also has to be understood that they will not be valid for every developing country. Still, the key issues
display similar features and consequences.
Land policy is a guideline, a tool and the recommended starting point for land administration. Lack of clear
policy results in scattered land administration without a common goal (Cambodia, Zimbabwe). On the other
hand, the presence of land policy without the means of implementation (Zanzibar) is no better. Land
management is a creative activity that aims at sustainable land use, and land administration is an
implementer that follows and enhances the law. Land management activities may be wasted without
functional land administration (Cambodia, Zimbabwe), in which case planning is disconnected from reality,
and reforms or development initiatives are likely to have little impact (Cambodia, Zimbabwe). Land
administration requires a clear hierarchy and procedure otherwise informal and formal authorities will
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compete, resulting in administrative anarchy (Zimbabwe, Zanzibar). Even a nominal rule that vests lands in
the state will make the position of landholders worse by providing de facto unlimited powers to the
authorities (Zimbabwe, Cambodia, Zanzibar). (Chapter 2.1)
Various land tenure types co-exist in developing countries. The recognition only of statutory tenures tends to
marginalise a large sector of society. Not to recognise secondary, often temporary, rights endangers foodsecurity and social stability. Customary tenure systems have tended to provide wide access to land, ensuring
the survival of generations through, for example, (semi)-subsistence farming, hunting and fishing (Zanzibar,
Finland, Zimbabwe) while enabling adequate security of tenure for development. Given the right
circumstances, customary land tenure structures may be mutually beneficial both to primary and secondary
right-holders (Zanzibar, Finland), but seem to lose the ability if the economic situation changes drastically.
Following such a change, secondary right-holders become vulnerable, which may result in insecurity of
tenure that can have severe impacts on social stability (Zanzibar, Finland). Customary tenure is often
weakened by modern pressures and by co-existence with statutory tenures. Poorly executed land reforms
exacerbate the situation. The result is a multi-layer tenure system without clear rules. But can a modern land
administration recognise customary tenure or multi-layer tenure feasibly? Hardly, especially because
secondary rights are too dynamic to classify or record, and possibly these rights may be more secure if left
untouched. Still, customary tenure systems can be, and have been, recognised in statute. Compromises such
as communal title can be criticised for their ability to adapt to changing conditions and on their potential to
contribute anything more than customary tenure. On the other hand, a Nordic common right is an example of
secondary rights to land that are both broad and publicly accessible. This could be researched further in this
context. It is important to recognise the point that it is often not the type but the level of security of tenure
that affects a vast number of issues. Land tenure, whether forced or unforced, is an evolution. For sustainable
results it should either be supported or else left undisturbed. One critical juncture is when a group, exercising
communal land tenure at an early stage of evolution, needs to deal with another group many steps forward.
Customary landholders facing commercial interests are vulnerable, and may need support. (Chapters 2.2,
2.2.1 and 2.2.2).
The preservation, through use and transfer restrictions, of a tenure type for a noble reason such as protection
of an indigenous culture or of a communal tenure pattern (Zanzibar, Finland), is doomed to failure.
Permanent restrictions potentially boost the informal market and may even speed up the fall of the tenure
type and culture. Groups, cultures and livelihoods have to be free to develop, and no group should be
consigned to a land tenure terrarium for others to admire (Chapters 2.2.3.1, 2.2.3.3). Customary tenure
groups facing commercialisation may need protection, and perhaps also transfer restrictions, but these should
not be permanent. Successful land reforms seem to be possible so long as they are fair and systematic, create
vibrant tenure systems and allow mutation. Vibrant tenure seems to require a gradual freeing up of land use,
inheritance and transfer (Chapters 2.2.3, 2.2.3.1 and 2.2.3.2). Weak authorities in land redistribution reforms
are vulnerable to externalities, as happened in the surplus-acquisition valuations in Finland. A low-paid
surveyor was tempted to accept benefits for a valuation that favoured the landowner. The land reforms
researched, with certain exceptions, had unexpected consequences, both positive and negative. This supports
the theory that created tenure systems have to be flexible to adapt to changing conditions and should not be
restricted to their original aims. The best setting for a land distribution reform seems to have been provided
by a post-conflict situation where a mood of solidarity can overcome personal interests. (Chapters 2.2.3,
2.2.3.1, 2.2.3.2 and 2.2.3.3)
Land registration systems are unique reflecting their host societies. A functioning deeds system may be the
best that a developing country can afford, but it potentially serves neither the best interests of the state nor
the poor majority (Cambodia). An improved deeds system could be a desirable option, so long as it is based
on affordable fees, is fair and is free of informal payments. However, it would most likely serve only the
interests of the wealthy (Zanzibar, Cambodia). It is not ideal but may still be better than failed title
registration that may cause previously existing systems to collapse. A title system should only be introduced
if there is a certainty of implementation, something that requires a strong land administration structure and a
high level of motivation of the people. The weak legal position of unregistered rights is problematic. If only
registered rights are legal, then the reality is that most rights will be illegal due to the existence of
unregistered primary rights and unrecognised secondary rights. The situation is made worse if no feasible
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way of registration is available (Cambodia, Zanzibar). An absolute guarantee of title seldom fits the
circumstances of developing countries. It is likely to boost informal tenure and the informal land market
contrary to its aim i.e. it will lessen security of tenure. Registration systems that require professional services
for transactions are likely to remain out of reach of the poor. Systems should technically be so sound that no
repeated adjudication or surveys are required for transactions. If a land administration system fails, an
informal system will replace it. The fact is that all habitable land property is administered (and subject to
interests) formally or informally. (Chapter 2.3)
The connection between land registration and taxation may make it unattractive to people (Cambodia) even
if it may benefit them as much as government. A modern cadastre can be legal or fiscal and may serve both
public and private interests. The challenge is to establish practical, equitable, public systems. Land
registration or cadastre development is a slow process; it took centuries in Europe. Cadastres evolve and their
purpose and the tasks they perform vary over time. The first property taxation records in Finland date back to
the 13th century, but a comprehensive cadastre was only achieved last century. In principle, a separate title
register and cadastre are a duplication of resources. However, Finland’s example shows a) how technical
unification provides a way for improvement, if a formal unification is unattainable and b) that public liability
can be at a high level without a formal state guarantee on the records. A modern land administration system
is interlinked to different authorities and provides wide public access to information, serving the private and
public sectors equally. (Chapter 2.3)
Sporadic first-registration may be the only affordable way for a country, but it cannot cover the majority of
property rights. Informal payments make for a sporadic system that serves only the wealthy. Systematic
registration may suffer from logistical problems (Zanzibar) if not carefully designed for local conditions. To
be feasible, all legal and technical work must be executed during one visit per parcel (Cambodia,
Zimbabwe). Such a thing is possible at least in a rural setting with structured local government. Landholders
may be used as survey assistants, witnesses and more. A public procedure that embodies a fair appeal period
thereby ensures social control and should result in an equal treatment of claimants. Desire for title, a key to
success, is likely to be high if the titling process reinstates something that has existed previously (Cambodia),
but introduction from scratch may face strong resistance (Uzbekistan) and close the door to participatory
approaches. The time span for first-registration on a national scale is likely to be long. It may be possible to
create a largely self-financing first-registration system based on the efforts of private surveyors and the
landholders’ own input. Such a thing requires investment in an umbrella system by the state and also a high
desire for title among the public. Finnish land reforms were done in this manner during eras of very low
resources. (Chapter 2.3.1)
There is wide consensus on the benefits of a functioning land administration system for a developing
country. Critics can be found, and the international forum is generally quick to adopt the language of the
critics, but at least at present, customary tenure gets the recognition that it deserves. It has to be understood
that land administration development cannot be isolated from overall development. Tight preconditions are
appropriate before investing in a land administration system. It is hoped that new land administration
projects will be better than old ones and not only that the language has changed. (Chapter 2.4)
The following framework summarises my interpretation of the key issues behind sustainable land tenure and
land registration (Table 1). The ratings I have assigned are based on this research. Throughout the research I
have used more qualitative than quantitative methods, which leaves some level of subjectivity in the
evaluations. It is noted that a five-level rating for the relative impact evaluation may be too exact, and
perhaps a scale of negative-neutral-positive would have been more appropriate. But there appeared to be
degrees of negativity and positivity, which is why I used a five-level rating. Finally, I need to stress that in
the end key issues and the main ratings became very clear.
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Lack of land policy
Land policy creation, a starting point for investment on land administration
Ambitious land policy, appropriate resources
Ambitious land policy coupled with low resources
Land management without proper land administration
Ambiguous land administration organisation and duties
Well organised land administration
Land vested in the state, low resources
Informal land administration prevails
Informal land administration prevails but not recognised
Statutory tenure recognised, customary tenure ignored
Primary right registration in multi-layer tenure situation
No register in multi-layer tenure condition
Only registered right recognised by law
Only registered right recognised by law + informal payments
Customary tenure balanced by mutual-benefit
Customary mutual-benefit balance in changing conditions
Customary tenure land faces external commercial interests
Customary holders supported when facing commercial interests on their land
Insecure tenure for secondary right holders
Secure tenure for secondary right holders
Individually registered tenure for all secondary right holders
Poorly implemented land reform in multi-layer tenure situation
General recognition of a customary tenure form
Unforced land tenure evolution
Forced land tenure evolution
Arrested land tenure evolution
Land tenure with permanent use restrictions
Land tenure with speculative inheritance
Land tenure with permanent restrictions on transfer
Short-term transfer restrictions in forced land tenure evolution
Customary tenure protected by statutory restrictions
Redistributive land reform in a unified country
Redistributive land reform in a divided country
Redistributive land reform by a weak authority
Deeds registration
Improved deeds registration
Poorly introduced register of titles
Comprehensive, maintained, register of titles
Register of titles in a multi-layer tenure area
Absolute guarantee of titles
Registration requires professional services for transactions
Connection between registration and taxation
Connection between registration and taxation as a first priority
Short term investment in cadastre or land register
Long term investment in cadastre or land register
Separate legal and fiscal registers
Technically unified legal and fiscal registers
Unified legal and fiscal registers
Liability by absolute guarantee of title coupled with low quality register
Public liability due to high quality of records
Land records for security of tenure
Land records for public sector support
Land records shared for private and public use
Sporadic registration
Insensitive systematic registration
Simultaneous, participatory systematic registration, high desire for title
Simultaneous, participatory systematic registration, low desire for title
Participatory systematic registration, structured local government
Participatory systematic registration, scattered local government
Public, fair, appeal process
Short term external input for systematic registration
Long term external input for systematic registration
Private surveyor titling with input from landholders
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Impact on sustainable
development
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e
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Impact on feasibility of a land
administration
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positive

Table 1. Framework for sustainable land tenure and land registration;
impacts on feasibility of land administration and sustainable
development
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Real property supportive preconditions for land administration investment
Loose supportive preconditions for land administration investment

4

X
X

X
X

Conclusions

The above framework for sustainable land tenure and registration reveals just how complex and multidimensional land administration, land tenure and land registration development is in developing countries.
The establishment and maintenance of viable, national level land administration ideally requires good
governance (clear policies, proper organisation, no corruption), adequate resources, a culturally sensitive
approach (participatory [systematic] registration, high desire, appropriate fee levels, not necessarily
registration), equity (appeal period, communal control), quality (liability, unified register) and commitment
(long term investment, tight preconditions). If all or most of these apply, with resources as a precondition,
land administration development on a national scale has the potential to meet its objectives. Land
administration becomes unworkable where there is ambiguity in governance (lack of policies, scattered
organisations, abstract land management, informal administration), inadequate resources (failed reforms or
titling), low legality (misuse of state land principle, informal fees), insensitive approaches (exclusive
statutory tenure, low security of unregistered and secondary rights, enforced land tenure evolution, external
professional services for transfers, systematic registration coupled with low desire, unrealistic absolute
guarantee of titles), excessive control (use and transfer restrictions) and lack of commitment (short-term
investment, loose preconditions). If, disturbingly, most of these apply, then the best solution might be to aim
for less ambitious goals and merely to prepare a land policy, create a simple unified land administration
organisation, recognise and support customary tenure structures, aim to establish a fair and gradually
improved register of deeds with simple sporadic methods, and only to consider self-financing, systematic
registration when legal enforcement and resources improve.
Workable land administration is in itself one of the factors behind sustainable development. But many of its
key issues also have tangible significance. Very positive factors are associated with land tenure, including
balance (mutually benefiting customary tenure), security (primary and secondary rights on land, covering
and updated register of titles) and flexibility (unforced land tenure evolution). In a nutshell, a secure,
flexible, all-inclusive tenure form, whether customary or statutory, provides the best basis for development.
Less tangible positive impacts can be expected from good governance (policies, organisations, taxation), an
appropriate approach (technical unification and quality, data sharing, functioning deed system, recognised
customary tenures), land distribution (successful reforms, supported customary tenure transitions) and
commitment (long term investing, tight preconditions). If ambiguity (abstract land management, competing
formal and informal administration), low legality (misuse, informal fees), insecurity (no recognition of
unregistered or secondary right, absolute guarantee of primary rights), insensitive approaches (exclusive
statutory tenure, halted land tenure evolution, permanent restrictions, contracted sporadic registration), low
resources (failed reforms or titling) and a lack of commitment (loose preconditions) prevail, then land
administration will significantly disrupt sustainable development. In other words, an ambiguous, ineffective
land administration that fails to serve a large part of the population and promotes insecurity of tenure is a
harmful institution.
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